Serving the hobbyist of the Gold Coast area since 1978
We are a non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion, education
and encouragement of learning about of Succulent and Bromeliad plants.
We further promote friendship with knowledge, by teaching and educating
enthusiasts in the growing and care of Succulents and Bromeliads.
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EDITORIAL DEADLINE FOR THE NEXT EDITION OF BROMLINK........
Please have any articles for inclusion to me by Tuesday November 12th, 2013.
Email address - gcsbs.bromlink@gmail.com

The Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. gives permission to all bromeliads societies to reprint articles in their journals
provided proper acknowledgment is given to the original author and the Bromlink, and no contrary direction is published in the
Bromlink. This permission does not apply to any other person or organisation without prior permission of the author. Opinions
expressed in the publication are those of the individual contributor and may not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Gold Coast
Succulent & Bromeliad Society Inc. or of the Editor.
Authors are responsible for the accuracy of the information in their articles.
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The Orchid Den
Welcome Graeme & Judy Symonds!
Commencing with our October general meeting, the new owners of the Orchid Den,
Graeme & Judy Symonds, will be in attendance. They will have all the usual supplies
available for purchase as Tom & Marilyn provided. Graeme & Judy’s home is their shop
front, so sales at home are by appointment only please. Members are welcome to ring and
arrange to pick up supplies from their home.
Phone 0411 020 563
email. orchidden@bigpond.com


WANTED:
Shed or mostly undercover storage space for the society’s trailer at a
member’s home/location please. The area would need to be approx.
6m x 4m, with access. And, it would be a bonus if you could tow the
trailer to our monthly meetings – that would be a definite bonus!
Please see or contact Shane if you have any ideas or can help.


GCSBS inc display at the recent BSQ Sales & Show event.
Many
thanks to
Narelle &
Greg
Aizlewood,
Monica &
Colin Mead
and Neville
Ryan for
the plants
and also
setting up
this lovely
display.
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President's Annual Report
Hello and welcome to spring and now for some rain
please!
Spring brings many things garden related and for our
society it also beckons our AGM, at which I will be
standing down as President.
So Shane’s year as president, and what do I see it has meant for the GCSBS…..
From my very first monthly meeting last October, I have been continually impressed by the
way in which the volunteers and sellers set up for our meetings & events. Then they pack up
and clean-up afterwards. A superb example of working together and getting it done. The
way the Carrara venue is transformed in an hour is just magic. Well done everyone.
I’m a sort of give it a go kinda guy, so that is what I have done this last year. Most things I
have really enjoyed, some things blah…but there has been more good than blah! I think I
have done a fair job, feedback during the year indicated so – thank you.
I do hope that members were pleased with the last year’s operation. That you felt there
were benefits to being a member. Maybe you learned a thing or three, gained some friends,
enjoyed the lighter moments and generally had some good relaxing times – revolving
around succulents and bromeliads.
If I were to mention those that helped make this last year successful, as I believe it has been,
there would be pages of names listed. Actually I believe everyone, every member even if you
only attended a few meetings has contributed to our success. So please accept this as my
appreciation for making this a great society that has just notched another successful year on
its belt. But I just got to mention a couple of names; Glenda Hodgson, Julie Hewetson & John
Crawford. These 3 musketeers have helped me and our society beyond belief I believe. I
thank you all so very much for your support, advice and just getting stuff done!
Our financial situation remains healthy with a positive bank balance increased on last year.
We may also have a secretary for this upcoming year, and some new members putting their
hands up for the committee. This is all good.
While some things were not as good as we/I would have liked (Annual Popular Vote entries,
member contributions to the Bromlink) and we had to cancel a bus trip & other events due
to lack of support; there has been more laughs than not – and I like that. Thanks for not
taking me too seriously!
So, from my view and weighing up all factors; It has been a good year for the GCSBS. I have
always felt proud to wear the title of GCSBS president, and hope it was good for you also!
Shane Weston

GCSBS.President@gmail.com

T: 0408 247 208
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SAY G’DAY
Shane says g’day to Julie Hewetson
Someone who has helped me and our society in many ways and for more than one year as well.
Maybe she could be called little in statue; but crikey she’s
good at keeping us focused and on track.
Thank you for your invaluable support Julie!

Speaking of reliable, valuable, tireless, bright, positive and
sensational…..Shane says g’day to Glenda Hodgson
Glenda has been the rock of our society this last year - at
least, I believe. Taking on more duties than are due her role
as treasurer.
Thanks girls we all appreciate your efforts!
☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺☺

Our display at the recent combined Bromeliad & Orchid Society’s event…
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2013 Combined Bromeliad & Orchid Society’s Sales Event
On Sat Aug 31st and Sun Sep 1st (Father’s Day) our society participated in a sales event
in conjunction, and at the invitation of the Gold Coast & District Orchid Society.
The committee believe it was a great success. Plant sales were almost $14000, the
café made a profit as did the raffle. But most importantly there were plenty of smiling faces
through the door – approx. 1500 people over
the 2 days.
Many thanks to the member volunteers
& plant sellers who assisted freely in making
this a great event!
Well done everyone
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Keen buyers

Gorgeous succulents

What an array of sale plants!
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Mary Nicholson a GCSBS life member
By Judy Paterson (GCSBS Member)
My first sight of Mary was of a strong sincere Australian
who was very humble but full of pride.
I will start at the beginning of Mary’s bromeliad life
story but certainly not her only passion. She started
with the Succulent and Bromeliad Society in 1987 at the
Palm Beach Red Cross House. In 1978 a group of succulent enthusiasts invited the
bromeliad group to join together and the Gold Coast Succulent & Bromeliad Society was
formed. While the appeal for succulents waned; bromeliads gained popularity.
Mary was awarded GCSBS life membership in recognition of her contributions across many
management positions within the society. In later years John Catlan and Bobby Powell
relieved her sometimes but Mary was always there. Mary also introduced the quizzes in the
Bromlink which are still going today. Her membership lasted from 1987 till 2002 when Mary
took over full time care for her mother who died at 101 and 10 months.
Mary was married with four children - two boys and two girls. She has nine grandchildren
and two great grandchildren and has lived in Miami for forty years on and off. One of her
ambitions is to learn to play the piano. Her very first introduction to Broms was at her inlaws where there was a fence full of Billbergia and she was fascinated by them from then
on. Even though she has never been to a conference she has not missed out on anything.
Her philosophy is to have fun and always do what is asked of you.
What makes up a good meeting? Be in a good mood to start with. Not to have outside
speakers as there is no need as we have great speakers in the club and it is too much money
to pay out, and to have demonstrations. The only person would be Arno King, who advises
at Singapore’s Gardens by the Bay and also writes for gardening mags. Most speakers are
too technical and speak over the heads of most members.
Who do you admire? John Catlan for the way he shares his knowledge. Mary first meet
John and Genny when they started to help John clear his block of land by cutting down lots
of pine trees and working with them. Olwen Ferris, who was my friend, Grace Goode and
Neville Ryan.
How did you learn about Broms? By going to Olwen’s place each Tuesday from 7.00am and
helping pack Broms for her mail order business and mixing soils.
How do you get the best results from your broms? If they are not doing well change
positions until they start looking good.
How can we improve the club? By people talking to one another and have available the
phone numbers of members who will share their knowledge?
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What about selling in shopping centres? Mary and members of the club started the idea of
selling in shopping centres. The only advice she has is to thank management at the end of
each sale day.
I would like to thank Mary for sharing some of her time with me and the privilege of talking
to a true Australian in every sense.


lants of the Month
Members are encouraged to bring their specimens of these plants to the applicable month's
meeting for brag/show and tell. They do not have to be in flower - we also grow specifically
for foliage!

September

Billbergia, Vriesea & any Succulent

October

Canistrum, Neoregelia, Nidularium & any Succulent

November

Any Bromeliad genus not previously featured & any Succulent.
--- OOO ---

MEMBERSHIP
$25 - Single

$40 - Family

Our membership year ends 30th Sept.
For those members who remain un-financial after this date there is a 3 month grace period
during which all member benefits remain.
If you are an un-financial member on 1st Jan, your membership lapses.
Please consider re-joining now!
Membership application forms are always available from Gwen at the front door foyer area
each and every meeting.

DON’T DELAY -- JOIN TODAY!
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Bromeliad Foliage
By Lloyd Godman (reprinted from the BSV Newsletter Vol 30 No 4 Aug/Sep 2013)
While some plant families may have a great genetic diversity between individual plants,
species and genera, this may not be expressed in an obvious visual manner that is easily
identified by the eye. However in this regard Bromeliads are exhibitionist, where genetic
diversity is most often expressed in highly visible manner, through leaf colour and shape. As
one of the last plant families to evolve the genetic sequence can be highly unstable which
leads to a huge diversity of plants in nature and an even greater diversity when exploited by
growers and hybridizers. Combined variations of pigmentation and trichomes in the foliage,
which usually grows in a rosette, affords the most widely patterned and coloured of any
plant family on the planet. So much so, that many people who first see these exotic plants
with thick strap like leaves believe them to be fantasy plants made of plastic.
The foliage of plants, within the more than 3,000 species of Bromeliad family, (and the
countless hybrids and cultivars) can take very different shapes, from narrow needle like leaf
forms, leaves that taper from a wide base to a sharp point, to wide leaves with an almost
square blunt tip. The leaves can be thin and delicate to thick and leather like. Through the
cross section of leaf, they can be flat or strongly curved, they can form symmetrically or
irregularly, be very short to long and the leaf edge can vary from sharp spines to a smooth
soft edge. The spines can not only vary in shape and spacing but also in colour which can
often contrast dramatically with the leaf colour affording a visual accent.
These plants’ expression of anthocyanin pigments can be exquisite with a huge range of red,
blue, or violet pigments possible. Likewise the range of greens in the chlorophyll pigments
is also varied.
Leaf colours range from almost black, maroon, bright red, pink through shades of green, to
gold. But a more spectacular feature of many plants is the exotic combinations of pigments,
where leaves have striking patterns. Varieties may have leaves with red, yellow, white and
cream variations. Others may be spotted with purple, red, or cream, while others have
different colours on the tops (adaxial) to the bottom (abaxial) of the leaf, stripes that run
down the leaf length or across the leaf.
As mentioned, these colours are formed by pigmentations in the leaf, but as another
dimension to the aesthetic of the Bromeliad leaf, trichomes can be invisible, or show as a
thick white dusting, distinct silver bands, patterns or as in some Tillandsia even cover the
entire plant in a silver fuzz. In some plants, trichome patterns can defer considerably from
the upper side of the leaf to the top side. The trichome is not a pigment in the plant tissue,
but a small cell on the surface, that has the ability to uptake water and also reflects light.
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Different genera within the family can look quite different. Further to this leaf colour and
shape can alter with differing exposure to sunlight. While light can intensify the colour, over
exposure can bleach the pigments, and even burn the leaf. Darker situations can dull the
colour.
Leaf pigmentation patterns can take many forms: On some plants these pigmentation
patterns form through the entire thickness of the leaf and reveal a similar pattern top and
bottom, while in other plants the top of the leaf can be completely different.

uniformis: this is the simplest pigmentation, here the leaf is a single
colour
graduatus: where the colour of the leaf gradually shifts from one
colour to another

repens: Abrupt sudden, in some leaves the pigmentation abruptly
changes colour as in a line

mucro: sharp point, edge, dagger point, here the tip of the leaf is a
different colour
variegata: Irregularly coloured or blotched; but in Bromeliaceae
generally accepted as longitudinally striped. Variegated. The leaf
edge is green and the middle area white or yellow.

marginata: usually albo-marginata, meaning the white or lighter
colour is at the edge of the leaf, while the central leaf zone
remains solid green

striata: A form of variegation - striped; marked with longitudinal
lines, where the foliage is green overlaid with longitudinal white
or yellow stripes of varying widths.
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lineatum, lineata: With thin lines or stripes.
marginata, lineate: Lined; marked by thin parallel line
Medio-picta: a form of variegation where the centre of the leaf is a whitish colour
paxianum: With green leaf margins and a single , broad white strip
bivittatus: Doubly striped lengthwise.

tricolor: Three colours usually green, cream and pink
quadricolor: quadri-: Four (quadricolor = four-coloured.)

marmoration: variegating so as to resemble marble

concentric: concentrica, with intensification of colour in the
centre

maculation: maculate: Spotted; blotched; marked with spots.
Red on green

maculation: maculate: Spotted; blotched; marked with spots.
Green on red

fenestralis: With window-like openings; referring to the lightgreen rectangular areas on leaves which give the illusion of
windows
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zonation: zonata: Zoned; banded with distinct colours

Further to this pigmentation can alter significantly during the life of the plant. Through the
juvenile stage, pre-flowering flowering and as the parent plant dies. Combined Bromeliads
produce the greatest range of colours and patterns imaginable.
The inflorescences produced by bromeliads are also regarded as considerably more diverse
than any other plant family. Some flower spikes may reach 10 metres tall, while others only
measure 2–3 mm across. Upright stalks may be branched or simple with spikes retaining
their colour from two weeks up to 12 months, depending on species. In some species, the
flower remains unseen, growing deep in the base of the plants but the leaf area
surrounding the flower may turn a vivid colour in a few months and keep this colour for a
year.
Neoregelia flowers form under water in the vase and as the petals open only the tension of
the meniscus prevents the pollen from getting wet.
Lloyd Godman
http://www.lloydgodman.net


Hoping for a speedy
recovery foro Denis
the Fantastic! Here we
see a prime example
of the great work Mr
Mills achieves - by
volunteering his
muscle & enthusiasm.
Shown here is John &
Judy Paterson's
garden after Dennis
and John gave it a
good seeing to!
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CHANGES TO THE SUB-FAMILY OF PITCAIRNIOIDEAE
During our time in Orlando, Florida for the World Bromeliad Conference last
September, I again attended the Judges Schools held by the Bromeliad Society International.
These Judges Schools are a requirement for interested members to attend to enable them
to graduate as qualified Bromeliad Society International Judges. Whilst Judges Schools are
being held here in Australia both in Queensland and New South Wales, some members who
attend the World Conferences on a regular basis, elect to gain their accreditation through
the B.S.I.
A part-reprinted edition of the Judges Handbook was handed to us in Orlando, and I
thought it needed to be bought to your attention since the Sub-Family of Pitcairnioideae
has been dissected into now six new sub-families. That being:
Brocchinioideae
Lindmanioideae
Hechtioideae
Navioideae
Pitcairnioideae and
Puyoideae
As set out below, some of the more obscure genera are in these sub-families, but for
sure there would be quite a few of us that would have some of these plants growing in our
collections.
Whilst most of us will find this a little daunting and confusing for the moment, it was
suggested that the other two sub-families i.e. Tillandsioideae and Bromelioideae were at
some time, also going to be revised and dissected.
As more information on this comes to hand I will endeavour to pass this on via the
Bromlink.
Hopefully I will be completing my last Judges School at the World Bromeliad
Conference to be held in Hawaii in September of next year and will come away with my
B.S.I. accreditation. It has only taken me ten years. Not long in the scheme of things really.
Narelle Aizlewood
WHOLESALE BROMELIADS of AUSTRALIA, THE POCKET
(Near Mullumbimby, Northern NSW)
Large range of bromeliads - Agents for Deroose, Exotic Plant of Belgium
and Andrew Maloy s KIWI COLLECTION VRIESEAS.
Visitors welcome by appointment.
P.0266845374.
F.0266845168.
email: plants@ausbroms.com.au
Website: www.ausbroms.com.au
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Welcome to these new & renewed members who have
joined our society. We hope you enjoy your time with
us. We welcome your Bromlink contributions and any
voluntary assistance you can provide at our meetings
and events. This will enable us to all enjoy the fellowship
gained from our common interests in succulents and
bromeliads.

Val Bennett, Diana Bergmark, Carmon Burke, Judith & Rex Collier, John Crawford
& Julie Hewetson, Ruth Dickson, Ian & Jill Gordon, Raewyn Holliday,
Betty Kukulies, Peter & Sandra Martin, Helen Mueller, Rosemary Paton,
Lynn Rigter, Jeanette Sruhan, Shane Weston and Mervyn & Anita Whittenbury.
Your article or notice for wanted or excess plants could be here,
….so where is it?

Helen’s Heuristic Hunt
Unscramble the letters to find the word – clue – genus
OUTPYTMOHRH ________________________________________________
TAPHSRCTNUY

________________________________________________

LNEUIESQA

________________________________________________

KYACDI

________________________________________________

GREIELAONE

________________________________________________

MCEAEHA

________________________________________________

NASNAA

________________________________________________

DUANMIRLIU

________________________________________________

AIGREBLLIB

________________________________________________

(reprinted from FNCBSG NSW APRIL 2012)
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AEONIUM
Aeonium is a genus of
about 35 species, mainly
native to the Canary
Islands. Most form small
shrubs of multiple waxy
rosettes on a basal stem.
The leaves of many
species have attractive
variations. Flowers are
star-shaped and typically yellow, borne on mature plants in
pyramid shaped clusters at the end of the stems. Excellent
for mass planting.
CULTIVATION TIPS
Aeonium are winter growers and require regular water during the growing season and only
an occasional light watering during summer. For their best colour they need full winter sun
but shade them during summer. Not frost hardy below -1° C. The rosette leaves are on a
basal stem.
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SPEAKER PRESENTATIONS & MEETING EVENT PROGRAM


SEPTEMBER general meeting (AGM) – Saturday, 28th

Main and SPECIAL event: “The Role of the BSI’s Bromeliad Cultivar Registry”
with Geoff Lawn
We are fortunate to have Geoff Lawn, from Perth, W.A., address our meeting while on a
brief tour of the east coast – mainly S.E.Qld and Northern N.S.W. Geoff holds the demanding
position of Bromeliad Cultivar Registrar, under the umbrella of the Bromeliad Society
International (BSI).
Geoff will discuss the history, major purposes and naming regulations of the BCR. He will
stress the importance of consistent adherence to those regulations, and explain other
problems AND benefits associated with the registration process. Extra time has been
allocated for questions and answers with Geoff.
There will not be a feature speaker this month, but members are still encouraged to bring
live examples of Plants of the Month for display and discussion.
September Plants of the Month are: Billbergia, Vriesea and any succulent.



OCTOBER general meeting – Saturday, 26th

Main event: To be advised. Due to a cancellation we have a vacancy for a presentation of
around one hour. Would any member or members like to take up this vacancy with an
appropriate presentation? Or perhaps you know of someone who you believe would be
interesting that we could ask? Please contact Shane with your ideas…or else you may
have to listen to Shane for another hour!!!
Feature event: “Plant Photography” with Lesley Baylis
(To be confirmed)
Lesley is a keen and accomplished photographer who will give us some
basic tips on how best to capture our loved ones...i.e. our bromeliads
and succulents. Aspects discussed include: camera types, lighting, basic composition,
special effects etc. Lesley will show us some photos of her recent trip to Singapore Gardens
by the Bay, pointing out some good and not-so-good photographic features as examples.



NOVEMBER general meeting – Saturday, 23rd
There are no speakers programmed for this month’s meeting. Instead we will be
holding our annual COLOSSAL PLANT RAFFLE, accompanied by Christmas cheer
and yummy tucker.
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The aims of the society are:

(A)

To stimulate interest in the conservation, and to
promote the culture and development of,
succulents and bromeliads.

(B) To acquire and disseminate information regarding
these plants and to encourage their production
and propagation.
(C) To ban totally from our collection any such plants
which become noxious.
(D) To enlighten members and the public on the dangers
of cultivating certain noxious species.
(E) To give exhibitions, arrange field days, and other
events, and to make such publications as are
deemed desirable.
(F) To associate, affiliate or otherwise joint or connect
ourselves with similar bodies or societies.
(G) To make seeds and plants available to members
under the control of the Society.
(H) To foster family membership and members.

